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Metal Gear Solid 2 The Novel
Sons Of Liberty Vivoce
Solid Snake and his partner Otacon are lost at sea in the
wake of a terrorist attack while rookie FOXHOUND operative
Raiden is working to rescue the president from terrorist
captors.
A Must Have for the Metal Gear Solid Collector!! EXCLUSIVE
TO THE COLLECTOR’S EDITION GUIDE: A lithograph by
Yoji Shinkawa, an art gallery, an exclusive hardcover and
additional content. THE ULTIMATE GUIDE TO 100%
COMPLETION: All missions, all side quests, all secrets, all
collectibles, all Achievements and Trophies – at your
fingertips! TURNKEY WALKTHROUGH: An at-a-glance, mapbased walkthrough steers you through the entire adventure
supported by annotated hi-res screenshots. ALL GAME
SYSTEMS DECODED: Statistics, diagrams and analysis from
our experts provide a comprehensive understanding of all
game systems and features, including the Mother Base
management metagame. A WEALTH OF EXTRAS: Includes
an extensive story recap, a poster covering the immense
game area and much more! DEVELOPMENT: Developed
directly with Kojima Productions in Tokyo. MAINTAINING
TRADITION: From the same team that brought you the highly
acclaimed guides to Metal Gear Solid, Metal Gear Solid 2:
Sons of Liberty, Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater, Metal Gear
Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots and Metal Gear Rising:
Revengeance. QUALITY CONTROL: Carefully designed to
avoid unnecessary story spoilers.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of
articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online.
Pages: 53. Chapters: Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of Liberty,
Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots, Metal Gear Solid 3:
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Snake Eater, Metal Gear Solid: Peace Walker, Metal Gear
Solid: Portable Ops, Metal Gear Online, Metal Gear 2: Solid
Snake, Metal Gear Acid 2, Metal Gear Solid: Rising, Metal
Gear Solid: The Twin Snakes, Snake's Revenge, Metal Gear
Solid Mobile, Metal Gear Solid Touch, Metal Gear Acid
Mobile, Metal Gear Arcade. Excerpt: MGS2: SubstanceXbox
PlayStation 2 Microsoft Windows PlayStation 3 Xbox 360
Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of Liberty Metaru Gia Soriddo 2
Sanzu Obu Ribati, commonly abbreviated as MGS2) is a
stealth action video game directed by Hideo Kojima,
developed by Konami Computer Entertainment Japan and
published by Konami for the PlayStation 2 in 2001. It is the
fourth Metal Gear game produced and directed by Kojima
and the direct sequel to Metal Gear Solid. Its release was
followed by an expanded edition, Metal Gear Solid 2:
Substance for PlayStation 2, Xbox and Windows. Metal Gear
Solid 3: Snake Eater, a prequel to the entire Metal Gear
series, followed in 2004. In 2008, a direct sequel, Metal Gear
Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots was released. The story revolves
around a massive offshore clean-up facility that has been
seized by a group of terrorists that call themselves "Sons of
Liberty," backed by a rogue special forces anti-terrorist unit
"Dead Cell." They demand a massive ransom in exchange for
the life of the President of the United States, and threaten to
destroy the facility and create a cataclysmic environmental
disaster if their demands are not met. The motives and
identities of many of the antagonists and allies change
rapidly, as the protagonists discover a world-shaking
conspiracy constructed by a powerful organization known as
the Patriots. The game was well-received, shipping over 7
million copies...
A brilliant virtuoso of violence, Richard Marcinko rose through
Navy ranks to create and command one of this country's most
elite and classified counterterrorist units, SEAL TEAM SIX.
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Now this thirty-year veteran recounts the secret missions and
Special Warfare madness of his worldwide military career -and the riveting truth about the top-secret Navy SEALs.
Marcinko was almost inhumanly tough, and proved it on hairraising missions across Vietnam and a war-torn world:
blowing up supply junks, charging through minefields,
jumping at 19,000 feet with a chute that wouldn't open,
fighting hand-to-hand in a hellhole jungle. For the Pentagon,
he organized the Navy's first counterterrorist unit: the
legendary SEAL TEAM SIX, which went on classified
missions from Central America to the Middle East, the North
Sea, Africa and beyond. Then Marcinko was tapped to create
Red Cell, a dirty-dozen team of the military's most
accomplished and decorated counterterrorists. Their
unbelievable job was to test the defenses of the Navy's most
secure facilities and installations. The result was predictable:
all hell broke loose. Here is the hero who saw beyond the
blood to ultimate justice -- and the decorated warrior who
became such a maverick that the Navy brass wanted his
head on a pole, and for a time, got it. Richard Marcinko -ROGUE WARRIOR.
The Ultimate Guide to 100% Completion! All missions, all side
quests, all secrets, all collectibles, all Achievements and
Trophies – at your fingertips! TURNKEY WALKTHROUGH:
An at-a-glance, map-based walkthrough steers you through
the entire adventure supported by annotated hi-res
screenshots. ALL GAME SYSTEMS DECODED: Statistics,
diagrams and analysis from our experts provide a
comprehensive understanding of all game systems and
features, including the Mother Base management metagame.
A WEALTH OF EXTRAS: Includes an extensive story recap,
a poster covering the immense game area and much more!
DEVELOPMENT: Developed directly with Kojima Productions
in Tokyo. MAINTAINING TRADITION: From the same team
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that brought you the highly acclaimed guides to Metal Gear
Solid, Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of Liberty, Metal Gear Solid 3:
Snake Eater, Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots and
Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance. QUALITY CONTROL:
Carefully designed to avoid unnecessary story spoilers.
Postmodernism and Japan is a coherent yet diverse study of
the dynamics of postmodernism, as described by Lyotard,
Baudrillard, Deleuze, and Guatarri, from the often startling
perspective of a society bent on transforming itself into the
image of Western “enlightenment” wealth and power. This
work provides a unique view of a society in transition and
confronting, like its models in the West, the problems induced
by the introduction of new forms of knowledge, modes of
production, and social relationships.

From the legendary video game franchise! Solid Snake
is a soldier and part of a worldwide nanotechnology
network known as the Sons of the Patriots System. Time
is running out for Snake as, thanks to the deadly
FOXDIE virus, he has been transformed into a walking
biological weapon. Not only is the clock ticking for
Snake, but for the world itself. Snake turns to the SOP
for help, only to find that it has been hacked by his old
enemy Liquid—and whoever controls the SOP System
controls the world. -- VIZ Media
Don't miss a thing Complete - the entire walkthrough,
from the Tanker Discovery to the Big Shell Plant. Tactical
- 3D and 2D maps throughout reveal the location of
every enemy and every item. Espionage - for your eyes
only; hidden sequences, dialogues and bonus weapon!
Action - the plot, the characters, every nugget of action
packed information. Tips, tricks and secrets from the
pros Maximise your Potential - jump backwards and
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shoot while running; make full use of the controls. High
Scores - take out Olga with just 4 shots. Table topping
high score tips for every section. Unlimited Ammunition tips and tricks for beginners and hardcore gamers alike.
Crystal Clear - super high-resolution screen shots
illustrate the tactics perfectly. Only in the Official Strategy
Guide - exclusive information for every difficulty level
direct from the game's developers.
Before they co-created the hit web series Hey Ash,
Whatcha Playin'?, Ashly and Anthony Burch were just a
brother and sister who shared a weird obsession with
Solid Snake and his 3D debut, Metal Gear Solid. And
why wouldn't they? Hideo Kojima's 1998 game featured
groundbreaking stealth mechanics, a gruff and hunky
leading man, a brilliantly claustrophobic setting, tons of
cinematic cutscenes, shocking fourth wall breaks, and
terrifying bosses. The only problem: The Burches grew
up but their all-time favorite video game didn't. After
nearly two decades, Metal Gear Solid's once-innovative
stealth mechanics seem outdated, the cutscenes have
lost some of their action movie punch, and the game's
treatment of women is often out of touch. Witness a
celebration/takedown of this landmark game with the
combination of insight and hilarity that Ashly and
Anthony have made their careers on.
Four years after former FoxHound hero Solid Snake
saved the day on Shadow Moses Island, a new terrorist
organization known as Dead Cell has hijacked the
environmental cleanup facility known as the Big Shell
and taken the President of the United States hostage. In
response to their threat, FoxHound agent Raiden must
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join forces with a mysterious Navy Seal known as Pliskin
to rescue the President and neutralize Dead Cell, whose
leader is said to be none other than Solid Snake himself!
BradyGames Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of Liberty Official
Strategy Guide features highly detailed maps that depict
every area, pinpoint all items, and even diagram guard
patrol patterns! The comprehensive walkthrough guides
you through the entire game, providing a
Reconnaissance briefing for each area, as well as tactics
for achieving your objectives! Guard-by-Guard strategy
gives you the option of simply incapacitating enemies or
claiming their precious Dog Tags! Expert boss tactics
show you how to defeat the members of Dead Cell with
cold efficiency! Plus-game secrets revealed, complete
equipment and weapon rosters, and much more! This
Signature Series guide is an essential resource that
combines high quality design with exclusive content to
provide a truly satisfying gaming experience. Some of
the features in this guide include a special cover
treatment, riveting background on the Metal Gear saga,
and an exclusive poster!
¡BASADO EN EL VIDEOJUEGO METAL GEAR SOLID
2: SONS OF LIBERTY! Comienza una nueva saga de la
serie de METAL GEAR SOLID, basada en la segunda
entrega del videojuego del gurú informático Hideo
Kojima, y de la mano del siempre sorprendente Ashley
Wood (POPBOT). La central petrolífera de Big Shell ha
sido capturada por un grupo terrorista que se hace
llamar Los hijos de la Libertad. Han secuestrado al
presidente de los EE.UU. y piden un rescate de
treintamil millones de dólares... aunque hay algo oculto
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en esa central que anhelan más que el dinero.
?????4?????????????????????????????????????4?????????
?????????????????????
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of
articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online.
Pages: 69. Chapters: Metal Gear games, Metal Gear Solid 2:
Sons of Liberty, Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots,
Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater, Metal Gear Solid: Peace
Walker, Metal Gear Solid: Portable Ops, Metal Gear Online,
Metal Gear 2: Solid Snake, Policenauts, Metal Gear Acid 2,
Lunar Knights, Metal Gear Solid: Rising, Snatcher, Zone of
the Enders: The 2nd Runner, Metal Gear Solid: The Twin
Snakes, Snake's Revenge, Boktai 2: Solar Boy Django, Shin
Bokura no Taiy: Gyakush no Sabata, Boktai: The Sun Is in
Your Hand, Metal Gear Solid Mobile, Metal Gear Solid Touch,
Metal Gear Acid Mobile, Metal Gear Arcade. Excerpt: MGS2:
SubstanceXbox PlayStation 2 Microsoft Windows PlayStation
3 Xbox 360 Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of Liberty Metaru Gia
Soriddo 2 Sanzu Obu Ribati, commonly abbreviated as
MGS2) is a stealth action video game directed by Hideo
Kojima, developed by Konami Computer Entertainment Japan
and published by Konami for the PlayStation 2 in 2001. It is
the fourth Metal Gear game produced and directed by Kojima
and the direct sequel to Metal Gear Solid. Its release was
followed by an expanded edition, Metal Gear Solid 2:
Substance for PlayStation 2, Xbox and Windows. Metal Gear
Solid 3: Snake Eater, a prequel to the entire Metal Gear
series, followed in 2004. In 2008, a direct sequel, Metal Gear
Solid 4: Guns of the Patriots was released. The story revolves
around a massive offshore clean-up facility that has been
seized by a group of terrorists that call themselves "Sons of
Liberty," backed by a rogue special forces anti-terrorist unit
"Dead Cell." They demand a massive ransom in exchange for
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the life of the President of the United States, and threaten to
destroy the facility and create a cataclysmic environmental
disaster if their demands are not met. The motives and
identities of many of the antagonists and allies...
Former FOXHOUND agent Solid Snake is called out of
retirement to try and rescue a group of hostages being held
captive on a nuclear disposal facility on Shadow Moses
Island.
The classic thriller about a hostile foreign power infiltrating
American politics: “Brilliant . . . wild and exhilarating.” —The
New Yorker A war hero and the recipient of the
Congressional Medal of Honor, Sgt. Raymond Shaw is
keeping a deadly secret—even from himself. During his time
as a prisoner of war in North Korea, he was brainwashed by
his Communist captors and transformed into a deadly
weapon—a sleeper assassin, programmed to kill without
question or mercy at his captors’ signal. Now he’s been
returned to the United States with a covert mission: to kill a
candidate running for US president . . . This “shocking,
tense” and sharply satirical novel has become a modern
classic, and was the basis for two film adaptations (San
Francisco Chronicle). “Crammed with suspense.” —Chicago
Tribune “Condon is wickedly skillful.” —Time
??????????2????????????????DVD?EXTREME MODE?????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
In a torrential downpour, former FOXHOUND agent Solid
Snake stands on the George Washington Bridge - ready to
launch himself to the deck of the U.S.S. Discovery as it
passes below. Inside Discovery is a new generation of Metal
Gear. But in the next hour, Snake's world explodes. Two
years later, a young, unproven agent codenamed Raiden
must penetrate the mystery of what went so insanely wrong
that night. In a labyrinthine superstructure in New York harbor
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known as the Big Shell, enemies, allies, secret agents, and
double dealers converge. Russian commandos, a cyber
Vamp, a long-legged, leather-clad, rifle-bearing beauty
named Fortune, a deformed, finely manicured bomber called
Fatman, and a mysterious Mister X. Somewhere in the maze,
as well, is the President himself - his biometrics coded to a
bomb that can take out Manhattan, his loyalties unknown.
Now, the rookie Raiden is fighting his way to one discovery
after another, including the rebirth of Solid Snake himself and
a nightmare organization with a history, a plan, and a
terrifying superweapon hidden in plain sight.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of
articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online.
Pages: 122. Chapters: Digimon, Neuromancer, Serial
Experiments Lain, Snow Crash, System Shock, Rez,
Holodeck, Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of Liberty, Summer
Wars, ReBoot, Caprica, Hyperion, Life on Mars, Kingdom
Hearts coded, The Deadly Assassin, Denn Coil, Permutation
City, Dystopia, Beneath a Steel Sky, Star Ocean: Till the End
of Time, Ghost in the Shell 2: Innocence, Code Lyoko,
Kamen Rider Ryuki, VR Troopers, Diaspora, Enter the Matrix,
Superhuman Samurai Syber-Squad, Harsh Realm,
Otherland, Planet B, Danger Room, Simulated reality in
fiction, The Matrix: Path of Neo, Wild Palms, Doom 2099, Kill
Switch, Rainbows End, Virtuality, Net Ghost PiPoPa,
Metaverse, VR.5, First Person Shooter, Ghost Rider 2099, A.
B. and C., Netrunner, Schizogeny, The Fanimatrix, Kamen
Rider Ryuki: Episode Final, Darwinia, The Dreamland
Chronicles, Video Warrior Laserion, The Cookie Monster, The
Sentence, Simulacron-3, Morpheus, Bits of Love, BloodNet,
Commander Blood, They, Hard Time, Dreams for Sale,
Taylor algorithms, TAP. Excerpt: MGS2: SubstanceXbox
PlayStation 2 Microsoft Windows Metal Gear Solid 2: Sons of
Liberty Metaru Gia Soriddo 2 Sanzu Obu Ribati, commonly
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abbreviated as MGS2) is a stealth action video game directed
by Hideo Kojima, developed by Konami Computer
Entertainment Japan and published by Konami for the
PlayStation 2 in 2001. It is the fourth Metal Gear game
produced and directed by Kojima and the direct sequel to
Metal Gear Solid. Its release was followed by an expanded
edition, Metal Gear Solid 2: Substance for PlayStation 2,
Xbox and Windows. Metal Gear Solid 3: Snake Eater, a
prequel to the entire Metal Gear series, followed in 2004. In
2008, a direct sequel, Metal Gear Solid 4: Guns of the
Patriots was released. The story revolves around a massive
offshore clean-up facility that has been seized by a group of
terrorists that call...
BradyGames' Metal Gear Solid 2: Substance Official Strategy
Guide for PlayStation 2 features area maps that pinpoint all
items and diagram patrol patterns. Comprehensive
walkthrough, including strategies for achieving objectives.
Guard-by-guard tactics show players all options as they take
out enemies. Unbeatable boss strategies to defeat every
enemy with cold efficiency. Exhaustive equipment and
weapon rosters, game secrets, and more!
When NBA Jam dunked its way into arcades in 1993, players
discovered just how fun basketball can be when freed from
rules, refs, and gravity itself. But just a few years after the
billion-dollar hit conquered the world, developer Midway,
publisher Acclaim, and video arcades themselves fell off the
map. How did a simple two-on-two basketball game become
MVP of the arcade, and how did this champ lose its title?
Journalist Reyan Ali dives deep into the saga, tracking the
people and decisions that shaped the series. You'll get to
know mischievous Jam architect Mark Turmell, go inside
Midway's Chicago office where hungry young talent tapped
into cutting-edge tech, and explore the sequels, spin-offs, and
tributes that came in the game's wake. Built out of exhaustive
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research and original interviews with a star-studded cast
—including Turmell and his original development team, iconic
commentator Tim Kitzrow, businessmen and developers at
Midway and Acclaim alike, secret characters George Clinton
and DJ Jazzy Jeff, Doom co-creator John Romero, and 1990s
NBA demigods Glen Rice and Shaq—Ali's NBA Jam returns
you to an era when coin-op was king.
Ever since he was a child, Metal Gear Solid and Death
Stranding creator Hideo Kojima was a voracious consumer of
movies, music, and books. They ignited his passion for
stories and storytelling, and the results can be seen in his
groundbreaking, iconic video games. Now the head of
independent studio Kojima Productions, Kojima’s enthusiasm
for entertainment media has never waned. This collection of
essays explores some of the inspirations behind one of the
titans of the video game industry, and offers an exclusive
insight into one of the brightest minds in pop culture. -- VIZ
Media
This deluxe edition collects the entire saga of Metal Gear
Solid in one all-inclusive volume. Featuring bonus artwork
and a cover gallery from series artist Ashley Wood, this reimagining of the beloved Konami videogame is a must-have
for all MGS fans!
Opis przej?cia Metal Gear Solid 2: Substance, jednej z
ciekawszych taktycznych gier szpiegowskich, podczas której
napotkamy wiele trudniejszych momentów, które dzi?ki
poradnikowi pokonamy bez straty czasu. Metal Gear Solid 2:
Substance – poradnik do gry zawiera poszukiwane przez
graczy tematy i lokacje jak m.in. Prolog cz.4 Prolog cz.5
Prolog cz.2 Prolog cz.1 Prolog cz.3 Big Shell cz.1 Big Shell
cz.8 Big Shell cz.23 Big Shell cz.2 Prolog cz.6 Informacja o
grze Specjalna, rozszerzona edycja gry Metal Gear Solid 2:
Sons of Liberty. Jest to gra akcji typu „stealth”, w której
wcielamy si? posta? Snake'a, do?wiadczonego ?o?nierza
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oddzia?ów specjalnych, mo?na ?mia?o powiedzie?
jednoosobowej armii. Gra Metal Gear Solid 2: Substance,
dobrze przyj?ta zarówno przez krytyków, jak i graczy, to
przedstawiciel gatunku gier akcji. Tytu? wydany zosta? w
Polsce w 2003 roku i dost?pny jest na platformach: PC, PS2,
XBX. Wersja j?zykowa oficjalnie dystrybuowana na terenie
kraju to: angielska.

"Originally published as Metal Gear Solid issues
#1-12 and Metal Gear Solid: Sons of Liberty issues
#0-12."--Title page verso.
The Metal Gear series is unquestionably the
pantheon of the great sagas of video games. The
Metal Gear Saga is one of the most iconic in the
video game history. It’s been 25 years now that
Hideo Kojima’s masterpiece is keeping us in
suspens, thanks to its complex and deep scenario.
As one of the pioneer of the stealth games, Metal
Gear is its author shadow and present a varied
content, a rich universe, some of the most
memorable characters in video games, as well as a
thorough attention to details. In this book you’ll find
a complete panorama of the cult saga from Hideo
Kojima, exploring all its facets: genesis of every
iteration and trivia from the development, study of
the scenario and analysis of the gameplay
mechanics and themes. his essential book offers a
complete panorama of Hideo Kojima's cult saga!
EXTRACT In 1987, Kojima unveiled the first
installment in the Metal Gear franchise for the MSX
2. This event would define his life forever. Before
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continuing with the creation of this franchise, the
other works of this games designer deserve some
consideration. In 1988, Snatcher was released on
the MSX 2 and NEC PC-8801. This adventure game,
similar to the interactive graphic novel, was inspired
by Blade Runner (Ridley Scott, 1982) and the
cyberpunk movement. Kojima’s interest in dense
plotlines resurfaced. The game was subsequently
remade for the PC Engine CD-Rom2 in 1992, and
was enlivened by its use of voice acting. Snatcher
was released in Europe and the United States on the
Megadrive Mega-CD two years later. Its spiritual
successor, Policenauts, appeared on the NEC
PC-9821 in 1994, then on the PlayStation and 3DO
in 1995 and the Saturn in 1996. For Hideo Kojima,
Snatcher and Policenauts were major
accomplishments in his career. He has retained a
particular affection for these two games, so much so
that they are frequently referenced in the Metal Gear
series. ABOUT THE AUTHORS Nicolas Courcier
and Mehdi El Kanafi - Fascinated by print media
since childhood, Nicolas Courcier and Mehdi El
Kanafi wasted no time in launching their first
magazine, Console Syndrome, in 2004. After five
issues with distribution limited to the Toulouse region
of France, they decided to found a publishing house
under the same name. One year later, their small
business was acquired by another leading publisher
of works about video games. In their four years in
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the world of publishing, Nicolas and Mehdi published
more than twenty works on major video game series,
and wrote several of those works themselves: Metal
Gear Solid. Hideo Kojima’s Magnum Opus,
Resident Evil Of Zombies and Men, and The Legend
of Final Fantasy VII and IX. Since 2015, they have
continued their editorial focus on analyzing major
video game series at a new publishing house that
they founded together: Third. Educated in law, Denis
Brusseaux has worked as a journalist for fifteen
years and is a specialist in the two arts that he loves:
cinema and video games. He has contributed to the
magazines Joypad and Videogamer, and the
website DVDrama. He also co-wrote the 2012 film
The Lookout (French title: Le Guetteur), which
starred Daniel Auteuil and Mathieu Kassovitz.
Witness the concept and design behind the genredefining science fiction military action and drama
with The Art of Metal Gear Solid V! Chronicling the
development of Kojima Productions's magnum opus,
and featuring hundreds of pieces of never-beforeseen art, this beautifully assembled volume is an
essential addition to any gamer's collection. Dark
Horse is proud to offer a piece of gaming history with
The Art of Metal Gear Solid V!
An engaging and entertaining read for veteran
gamers and curious newcomers alike,A MindForever
Voyaging traces the evolution of interactive video
games by examining 13 landmarktitles that
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challenged convention and captured players'
imaginations worldwide. Alternativegaming blogger
Dylan Holmes focuses on games that tell stories in
innovative and fascinatingways and examines the
opportunities—and challenges—presented when
players are giventhe ability to direct how a story
plays out. From the text-based adventure ofPlanetfall
andthe interactive cinema of Heavy Rain to the oneact play ofFaçade and the simulated world
ofShenmue, Holmes showcases the diversity of
video game stories that have emerged in the last30
years. Along the way, he addresses such questions
as: •How did the introduction of moral choices in
video games change the playing field? •What film
techniques have enhanced (or detracted from!) the
gaming experience? •Can video games aspire to be
art? [Hint: Yes!] •What are the benefits, pitfalls, and
unintended consequences of players' "right
tochoose"? •Will the robot Floyd make you cry?
Critical analysis, historical perspective, and a gently
opinionated personal touch makeA MindForever
Voyaging an enlightening read that captures the best
that video games have to offer.
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